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The weeklong campaign fol' Sexual Health Awareness kicked off Monday with a candlelight vigil in remembrance of AIDS ~!ctims at Ann
Morrison Park.

BSU Sexual Health Awareness
WeekhighlightsAIDScrisis
BY BRANDON BECKHAM
News Reporter
The Arbiter
As' part. of Sexual
Health
Awareness Week activities, Boise
State campus
and community
sponsors are offering sexual health
education
and needle-free
HIV
testing.
The weeklong campaign kicked
off Monday with a candlelight
vigil held at Ann Morrison Park in
remembrance
of AIDS victims in
conjunction with World AIDS Day.
The World AIDS campaign is part
of a global effort to educate the
public about risk and prevention of
HIVandAIDS.
. Founder and co-chair of Boisebased
Allies Linked
for the
Prevention of HI V Duane Quintana
said AIDS is an issue for young peo-

ple because 50 percent of all new
STD infections occur among those
under the age of 25.
"HIV and AIDS is a health issue,
not a moral issue. It is important
to get tested, especially if Y9u are
sexually active, which puts you at
risk. College students are the largest group with STD infections,"
Quintana said.
Allies Linked for the Prevention
of HI VIA IDS is one of the sponsors
of the week's events at BSU.
Focal to. the dialog surrounding
sexual health issues is the HIVI
AIDS crisis and its local and global
implications.
No-charge, needlefree testing is offered every day
this week.
The
Health,
Wellness
and
Counseling
Services along with
several other campus and comSee Health page 2

Gelle.sled!
Free, confidential, noneedle HIVtests are
available in the Student
Union Ah fong Room
Dec. 4-5.
Free Testing is also
available daily at 777 N
Raymond, or by calling
the HIVServices Clinic
at 367·7038.

PHOTU BY KRISTA ADAMS/THE ARBIlER

Mother Mary Croyle stands withherson dUringth~ World AIDS Day
candlelit vigil. The World AIDS campaign is a part of a glQbal effort to
educate the public about risk and prevention of HIV and AIDS.

W~SHINGTON -- Marking
World AIDS Day, experts said
Monday that the war on AIDS
is b~lng lost as U.S. and world
health officials began a six-day
tou~ of four AIDS-racked na.tiorjs in sub-Saharan Africa.
LM by U.S. Secretary
of
Health and Human Services
Torpmy . Thompson
and. recently appointed U.S. Global
AIDS Coordinator Randall 1.
Tobias, the 80-person delegation will tour treatment facilities in Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda
and Zambia, where the AIDS
epidemic continues to spread
unabated.
'.
"We appear to be losing the
fight against AIDS at the moment," Thompson said Monday
from Zambia. "We need to redouble our efforts. This war
has more casualties than any'
other war, as we are losing 3
million people'every year."
Despite billions of dollars
pledged recently to fight the
disease, many experts agree
with Thompson that the war
against AIDS Isn't going well.
Forty million people world. wide fire infected with HIV,
the virus that causes AIDS,
according to a recent report
by the Joint United Nations
Program on HIV/AIDS, known
as UNAIDS. This year alone,
5 million people. were newly
infected and 3 million, about
8,000 a day, have died from
HIV/AIDS complications,
the
report
found.
Sub-Saharan
Africa is the world's most severely affected
region,
accounting this year for more
than 3 million new infections,
60 percent of the world's total,
and 2.3 million deaths.
President Bush, on a· campaign
fund-raising
swing
Monday through
Dearborn,
Mich., noted in a statement issued by his press secretary that
Africa bears the brunt of AIDS
. devastation.
"Today, more than 40 million

See Experts page 2
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BY MONICA PRlCE
NewsReporter
The Arblter

Presentcitionon
mass media and pop
culture ends tonight

insight Into the world of teen
Parents who haven't been
sexuality.
.
~able to maintain
a- regular
. Boise State will publish an
.' workout' regiinclt.duetQ'/libk.:
academic journal
next year
of childcare'nowliavc'niore'
featuring reports and articles
-: o~tionswith
intro,du~tion
about mass media and pop
. of the.BoiseState.RecCenter's
.
culture. The deadline for these
babysitting .p~ogtam, . called '
BY AMY OLSEN
pieces is Jan. 30. Papers select-.
'Kid Fit.' Children'. between.
News Reporter
ed will be printed and bound.
theages'oC'6
rnonthsand8
The Arbiter
The journal will be archived
years old are weIcometo parThe four-day campus event,
in the Albertson's Library and
.ticipate
in winter activities
'Point of View ; Mass Media and
winners will receive free copwhile partents use RecfaciliPop.Culture' is set to .complete
les.
ties.
.;:"
..
its quiet rounds tonight at the
Haynes
expressed
dismay
"It's a greafplaceto
Special Events Center in the
over the small number of stubring your' kids if yoU: want
SUB. ,
dents who attend these kindof
to work out," Rec Center
. "This is another opportunity
conferences, pointing out that
Administrative
Assistant .
to learn, challenge and express student fees fund these events
Kimberly Newell said.
.'
.
'.
PHOTO BY EMILYIlESlER,ITHEIIRBIlER
ideas' and beliefs ina
safe,
but students rarelyattend·,.Ki~s.can
play. '.winter wonVisual Arts Major Sonny Teets cuts snowflakes with Memori at the child care center in the REC.
s't1niulatlpga~adeniiceiiviron. Haynes said programslike.,detlandlplI1go~'ni!lke
crafts,
ment,"said
Autumn Haynes,
Point of View are. very-impor·',i'dMce,Orf,.color.Hockey,
is be watched for more than
Space is limited, and only
student activities program cotant, yet students seem' reluc- .
also a big hit'WIth the chil-two
hours, otherwise the Rec
12 children at a time can play.
drdinator.:
..
tant to partlcipate.vi'.
dren, Arid,'when'the weather
center would need a daycare . "It's not a.lot of space," Newell
"PointofViewlsnotdesigned
'~Asa program coordtnator,".
. cociperate~ki~scanplaYin
a license. That would make
said. "It's. never been maxed
to sway opinion or decide
spending student. money on.;Jencedyard.,·'·':'the
service too expensive for
out,"
'
who;ii right and who's wrong.
programs,I
would love some
. Kid Fit is open froIJlH - many.
In fact Kid Pithasn'tbeenas
.
theprogramcCiebratesthe
feedback' from students
.re.'. a.IIi,-1:30 p.m. ~~tl~p.m<R
·.·.So far, feedpack from. parp.opular as
a~ijitI1g
right to have an opinion and
gardlng the programs they will
.. p~~. Mondarthr~ughF~tlllY~F
~ri!$indicates. thaf~hey 't~ally : . to ' Msoclate
\lin
express it:' . '. ....
.' attend,"; Haynes said ... '.
.. .!lnd
from Lp,~·.5p:..
;:"'Ubtthe servipe;ac
Mote than 10 ~distiIiguished
Tonight,..
Dr.· . Napl)leon .•
..SaM-day :;l0d;' S~9da.,y.·
,··'{rcliild.•··cat~·.llti~·
spe~kers havegjvenp~~senta~
ChagnoIl·will be.sumiIlingup
... " pric~ lis,~~p~~(hOui~l~;,;";}
.'
"~finacareattendalltsll~
'.e'S
tionsat the ..event thatstiirted
.. ;the.Polnt of ~VieWCoIifeien!=e'
' ...J·heI{ec.·Cen~er
>is;,o. ~r·,:,.nQt U~n!led.d~yCiwtptbvil'1~'
.'
Monday; . addressing'/topicsWlthhis
"Anthropological Fiel(i' '
jngtrialslttings~'ets':t)uftlie"R
". '..
es'a
rangiIlgfrl)/llhomoscx. ualit.yinResearcli,
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Clark will testify against Milosevic
in secret, administration says

Cam.PUS
.•..·.

Nov. 17. 6:30

while parked at
Chaffee Hall.

Ahit and run
occurred in the
parking lot at the
Student Union
Building. A witness
provided suspect
information and
the suspect was
located.

Nov. 21. 8 a.m.

p.m.

.

Nov. 18. 10 a.m.
A window was
broken out of a car
parked in the stadium parking lot.
There are no suspects.

Nov. 19. 4:30

p.m.

A universityowned vacuum
cleaner was reported stolen from the
PAAWBuilding.

Nov. 19, 11:30
p.m •.
Acarwas 'keyed'
early in the day

A bike was stolen from a rack by
the Health Science
Riverside Building.

Noy. 23. 1 a.m.
Two dorm residents were cited
for minor consumption of alcohoI.

Nov. 25. 10 am,
A hit and run occurred in the genera~ parking lot by
the Towers Dorm.
There are no suspect leads and no
known witnesses
to the accident.

Nov. 25, 10 am,

'

A bike was stolen from a rack
by the Applied
Technology
Building.

I

people are living with HIV,
'including
nearly 30 million
in Africa," Bush said in the
statement.
"Behind
these
staggering numbers are the
will enable State Department lawyers , dential candidate.
BYTOM HUNDLEY
"We are concerned about the pernames and faces of orphaned
to examine Clark's testimony and reChicago Tribune
ception;
especially in the countries
and suffering children, devquest
the
deletion
of
portions
that
they
(KRT)
that were involved (in the war)," said
astated communities
and a
deem harmful to national interests.
Hartmann.
"If you do things in a
continent in crisis."
U.N. prosecutors are unhappy with
LONDONThe Bush administraclosed session, people think you are
The disease also is spreadthe arrangement, but said they had littion has imposed heavy secrecy and
hiding something and that it is not a
ing in India, Vietnam, China
tie choice but to accept if they wanted
censorship measures on the testimofair trial."
'
and Nepal as, well as Latin
Clark's testimony.
ny of retired Gen. Wesley Clark, the
The State Department
declined to
America and the Caribbean.
"It's always better when you have evformer NATO commander
seeking
answer specific questions about the
Two international
groups
erything in public and out in the open,
the Democratic presidential nominaclampdown on Clark's testimony, but
announced plans Monday to
but
this
is
the
best
we
could
get,"
said
tion, when he takes the stand later
denied that it was trying to censor
provide anti-retroviraIAIDS/
this month at the war crimes trial of Florence Hartmann, Ipokeswoman for
him.
.
HIV treatments to 3 million
Carla
Del
Ponte,
the
chief
prosecutor.
Siobodan Milosevic.
The reason the department wants a
patients in developing counUnder the rules that govern the
The administration's
action will
48-hour delay to vet Clark's testimony
tries by the end of 2005. The
War Crimes Tribunal,
blunt the drama of what many ex- Interuational
"is not to discourage or hinder reportso-called
"3-by-S"
plan,
pected to be a crucial moment in secret testimony is allowable, but it
ing but to allow for the maximum prolaunched by UNAIDS and the
has usually been reserved for officials
Mllosevic's lengthy trial and perhaps
vision of information by General Clark
World Health Organization,
dealing with sensitive intelligence
one of the defining moments in the
to the Tribunal while at the same time
a separate U.N. agency, is a
matters
or
actively
engaged
inintelli, presidential campaign of Clark, who
protecting
against the inadvertent
major step toward providlng
gence gathering. There also are secredefeated the' Yugoslav leader in the
AIDS treatment
to all who
cy provisions to protect rape victims or disclosure of sensitlve information,"
Kosovo campaign.
witnesses who have reason to fear for said Lou Fintor, a State Department
need it.
At
the
insistence
of
State
spokesman.
Of the estimated 5 million
their safety.
, Department's
legal office, the courtMilosevic, who is acting as his own
But for a high profile public figure,
people who need mv drugs,
room's public gallery will be cleared
lawyer in these proceedings,
is deonly about 400,000 receive
when Clark is called to testify Dec. 15 the secrecy surrounding Clark's testithem, according to the WHO,
mony is unprecedented,
especially in fending himself against charges of
and 16 in The Hague. Cameras that
genocide and other crimes against huwhich on Monday approved
, light of the fact that Clark has written
normally broadcast the proceedings
manity in connection with a decade of
three anti -retroviral
treata lengthy book and numerous articles
on closed circuit television and the
war in Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina
on NATO and the Kosovo war, and has
ment
pills recommended
Internet will be blacked out.
and Kosovo.
for AIDS patients in poor
There also will be a 48-hour delay on freely given his opinion on these subjects as a TV commentator and presinations.
The medications,
the release of.the trial transcript that
made by two generic-drug
manufacturers in India, simTesting is provided between 10
plify AIDS therapies by coma.m. and 2 p.m, on both days.
bining three drugs into one
BSU
Health
Educator
pill that's taken twice a day.
from page 1
Rhiannon Avery said that many
Brand
pharmaceutical
sexually transmitted
diseases
companies haven't agreed to
munity groups organized the
are asymptomatic,
meaning
combine their medications
week's events to help educate
that those infected with them
into a single pill, according to
students and promote sexual . may not be aware of it.
• Career Planning
WHO officials. Only generic
health.
"If you are a sexually active
manufacturers
offer the soOrganizers
said they hope
individual, you owe it to your• Major Exploration
called "fixed-dose combinastudents
will' gain greater
self, your partner and your fu• Job-Search Advising
tion" therapies that experts'
awareness of sexual health and
ture partners to be checked for
recommend
for use in exbe inspired to partake in the ef- STDs," Avery said.
• Internship Information'
tremely poor countries.
fort to be socially responsible
Robin Funderberg of the mv
Experts on AIDS have apwhen it comes to being sexuServices Clinic, the group of• Interview Training
plauded Bush's plan to proally active.
fering free mv testing onlcam• Job Listings
vide $15 billion to fund AIDS
According to statistics propus, said students who are untreatment, research and previded by the United Nations'
able to get tested this week can
~ Resume
Cover-Letter Assistance
vention over the next five
AIDS council, one-quarter
of still do so by visiting their free
years ..The money is intendthe 850,000-950,000 people llv- local clinic.
ed to prevent 7 million new
ing with mY/AIDS in the USA
"The bottom line is mv is
HIV infections, treat at least
are unaware they arc even inpreventable.
It is simple to
2 million people with lIfefected.
protect yourself, so get the
extending drugs and provide
Students can receive a' free
facts, make sure that you are
and confidential,
no-needle
as safe as you can possibly be,"
care for 10 million AIDS-af-or-. http://career.boisestate.edu
HIV test in the Student Union
Funderberg said.
flicted people.
Ah Fong Room Dec. 4-5.
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throughout the afternoon and
evening.
.
• From 3-4 p.m, today,
Bradley Burkett and Shelby
from page 1
Day will offer- "Mass Media,
In his book Darkness in El Tourism, Idaho's Ghost Towns,
Dorado, Patrick Tierney ac- and Historic Preservation."
cused Chagnon of intention- The lecture will focus on locaally causing a measles out- tions of Idaho ghost towns and
break with dangerous vaccines the laws regarding treasure
among the tribe ofYanamamo huriting.
• From 4-.5p.m., local author
Indians he ethnographed for
Peter Sacks will be presentdecades.
Since then, several organi- ing "The Meritocracy Myth
zations, such as the National in American Culture" which
Academy of Sciences, have addresses the idea of the coldiscredited Tierney's claim, lege experience turning Into a
but members of the American consumer product. Many high
Anthropological Association school and college students,
Sacks argues, believe that they'
remained wary.
"His discussion is certain to can't get a first-class educabe very eye-opening regarding tion without the brand name
school listed in U.S. News and
media control;" Haynes said.
Other events will commence World Report's annual college

UNIVERSITY

SHORTS
Boise State hosts
winter commencement
and graduation
celebration

,
I

!'

Boise State will host its third
winter commencement at 10
a.m. Friday, Dec. 19, in The
Pavilion, with President Bob'
Kustra officiating. Prior to the
ceremony, graduates and their
families are invited to a pre-ceremony celebration and continental breakfast beginning
at 8 a.m. in the Bronco Gym,
in the Kinesiology Building
across from The Pavilion.
The 8 a.m. breakfast eel-

NEWS
report.
• From 5·6:30 p.m., "Beliefs
in America - Dynamics of
Feminism and Religion In the
United States" will be a panel
discussion lead by the Boise
State University Women's
Center. This discussion is set to
focus on the labeling of "femi-

nlst" and "religious spokesperson" in today's ever-changing
world climate .
Anyone Interested In joining the
planning
committee for next year can
reach Autumn - Haynes at
ahaynes@bolsestate.edu
or
426-1223.:

Correction
In an article titled, "State Board of Ed Lends Ear to BSU," Gary
Schroeder was misidentified as chairman of tile State Board of
Education. His correct position is Chair of tile Idalia State Senate
Education Committee.
In addition, Rep. Kathie Garrett's name was misspelled as
. "Kathy" and tile last name of Sen. Elliot Werk, uiho was incorrectly
identified as a member of tile House of Representatives, was also
misspelled.
Tile Arbiter staff apologizes for any confusion tnat may.llal1e resulted.

this month. Schlangen and
ebratlon, hosted by the Boise Boise State drafting
drafting instructor
Danny
State Alumni Association, will
Benton will teach courses on It
include live entertainment, a students benefit from
in the spring 2004 semester.
professional photographer who software donaDon
will be available to take photos
of graduates with classmates
A$180,OOO
software donation Boise State horUculture
and family, and a fun-photo -to the Drafting Technology students holiday sale
booth. Admission is free to Program in the Boise State
graduates and their families.
University College of Applied Oeo.5
Family, friends and com- Technology will help better
The annual Boise State
munity members are welcome prepare students to enter the
University horticulture stuto attend the commencement
workforce.
ceremony. The ceremony will
The Graphlsoft company do- dents holiday sale will be held
include two large screens to nated 40 ArchiCAD licenses, from 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Friday,
show the graduates accepting valued at $4,500 each, to Boise Dec. 5 in the Guardhouse at
their degrees so that those sit- State. The donation was fa- the Old Penitentiary.
The sale will feature centing farther away will be able cilitated by Melissa Schlangen
to see individual graduates up of Jarvis Group Architects. terpieces, swags and wreaths
close.
.
Schlangen, who is a 2002 grad- designed and crafted by stuFor more information about uate of the drafting program, dents.
Direction signs to the sale
the pre-ceremony celebration, serves on its technical advisory
will be posted beginning at
contact the Boise State Alumni committee.
Association at 426-1698.
A regional ArchlCAD repre- Warm Springs Avenue and Old
sentative demonstrated the Penitentiary Road. For more
software to students earlier Information, call 426-5742.
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This editorial appeared in
Sunday's Los Angeles Times:

Editor-in..chief·
ANDY BENSON

xl05

Business Ma~"g~~"
BEN MARTIN xli)'.,.' .
Advisqr<.
DR. DAN MORlUS ltl07

\\ ~_",~;f;;,:.....", - : ~

General
BRAD

Mariige~>

ARENDTx~Ol

.Managing

Editor

JESSICA ADAMS.~106

I ~' ..

Look. closerto :nome, W

News Editor
JASON KAUFFMAN

xl02

Sports Editor
ANDREA TRUJILLq

xl03

A&E Editor'

BYLENORESKENAZY
NewYorkDailyNews

BRIAN MAYERxi04

tratlon believes that still doesn't mean containers coming Into America get
we should ge·tpushywiththem.
Inspected, says Sen. Chuck Schumer,
(KRT)
Why the hell not1 .
D-N.Y.The Coast Guard says It needs
When asked that question (more $1 billion to patrol our waters effecI sure hope President Bush takes a or' less) on.Blll Moyers' PBS show, tively. It's getting $300 million. At the
look at that scary commercial running Al Martinez-Fonts;
top Homeland airports, we've federalized the baggage
in Iowa, about howwe have to be better Security aide, said, well, on Sept. 11, screeners but the baggage handlers are
prepared to combat terrorism:
"it was riot chemical plants that were still civvies with precious little super"Since when have tyrants and terror- blown up,"
vision. That point was brought home
Ists announced their intentions, poNowthere's thinking ahead.
last week, when a drug ring that had
litely putting us on notice before they
Rather than worrying about attacks been operating 20 years was uncovered
strike?" asks the ad's star.
at home, Bush looks the other way -- at JFK Airport. Drugs today -- rocket
Oh, walt a sec -- that star Is Bush toward Iraq.
launchers tomorrow?
himself! How do you like that? Bush,
The Bushies "don't believe In homeNot if the president would just turn
the guy whose administration wanted land security," says Ivo Dalder, a senior his attention back home. Wouldn't it
to cut $100 million from the air mar- researcher at the Brookings Institution.
make sense to spend our safety dollars
shals program! Who has given New "They believe in killing bad guys over- to assess and address the threats right
York City just. $84 million of the $900 seas. Bush makes the argument that. here? And even though Bush never asks
mil we begged for to combat terrorism. if we kill them over there, they can't business to do anything but bask In tax
Who Is so bizarrely blithe about home- come over here."
breaks, shouldn't It do its part to shore
land security that he,even refuses to reThat's why the president requested - up security?
quire chemical plants to protect them- - and got -- more than $100 billion for
Yup.Mr. Bush, heed your own ad.
selves. That'sright.c- all anti-terrorism
the war in Iraq, while his budget for
measures are strictly voluntary.
safety at home is just one-third that.
ABOUTTHE WRITER
He's telling us to be prepared?
For $30 billion, you can get some
Lenore Skenazy is a columnist for the New
" ~n attack on any one ofthe country's pretty good shoe sniffing at the airport. York Daily News, 450 West 33rd Street, New
100 most hazardous chemical plants What you can't get are things like seri- York, N.V. 10001; e-mail: lskenazyteedit.nyd
could kill thousands. But the adminls- ous port security: Only 2 percent of the ailynews.com.
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BYANDREw BARD SCHMOOKLER
Special to The Baltimore Sun
LAT- WP News Service

Testament talk a lot more about the compelled to ask, what does It mean?
dangers of mounting the kind of high
I think I see some possible connechorse Limbaugh rode into fame and tions that might point toward an anfortune. Even as a non-Christian, I swer.
The recent saga of Rush Limbaugh would say that Jesus' insight Into that
It connects to our having the most
and his drug addiction raises Impor- danger has lost none ofits relevance.
punttlge of penal systems among
tant questions.
Which raises the question about the Western democracies. For we humans
The crucial thing Is not that society that gives such a dishonest voice are never so eager to punish as when
Limbaugh was a drug addict who fed so large a megaphone, making him the we make others scapegoats for our own
his habit on the black market. That prl- Godzllla of talk radio to spew out -- into unacknowledged sins.
vate vice Is small change compared to the American airwaves to tens of mllIt connects to our failure to notice
his larger, public sin.
lions of his countrymen -- the "hate the how bizarre it was for our president to
The real Issue about Limbaugh is. sinner" kind of moralism.
denounce Osama bin Laden as a cowbrought into focus by asking: What. \If Limbaugh were the only instance, ard for sending young men off to die
does it say about a man If he cantalk the question would not arise. But con- . while 'remaining himself protected
with contempt, without a shred of com - .. slder the other most prominent voices of from danger. Neither the president,
passion, about the shortcomings of . Atnerican moralism in the past decade. nor the media covering him, seemed to
other people while knowing that he is Surely, even a very short list would also think it strange for this accusation to be
no better than they?
Include the voices of William J. Bennett leveled by the best-protected person on
And that raises the stili larger ques- and Newt Gingrich.
the planet who had just sent young men
tion: What does it say about a society if
Bennett Is a less blatant instance. The off to war. For there's something in our
it repeatedly grants high moral author- man who became Mr. Virtue for the culture that can make It difficult to see
ity to people who practice such hypoc- 199013-- with his best-selling "Book of ourselves in the same moral perspecriay?
Virtues" -- and whom we've since dls- tive we apply to others.
.
. "Why beholdest thou the mote that is covered has gambled away millions of
And it connects with our current
In thy brother's eye ..."
dollars in what might have been a gam- leaders' righteous anger at those naFirst, about the man. Even In a mor- bling addiction, did climb onto a high tions who do not assume that the unialist who is himself above reproach, the horse. But he never treated with scorn lateral actions of the world's one sulack of compassion for sinners would those who lacked the virtues he repre- perpower advance the cause of justice
be troubling enough. Especially since sented himself as having.
In the world. For the unquestioning asmost of Limbaugh's contempt has been
The same can hardly be said sumption of our own righteousness can
directed at groups that have, histori- of Gingrich, the most prominent
reflect blindness to the perspectives of
cally, been the least privileged in our Republican moralist during the 199013. others, as well as to what lies within
society, one would hope for moral con- His disappearance in disgrace from ourselves.
demnation to be leavened with human his position as speaker of the House
We need to be able to talk with each
sympathy. One would hope, that Is, for cut short our marveling at how a man other about the moral challenges we
the Impulse to denounce from on high could so viciously-denounce the sexual face and about how far short we fall in
. to be mitigated by the humility embod - misbehavior of Bill Clinton while at the meeting them. But our conversation
ied In the old line, "There but for the same time, as we eventually learned, about the problem of sin in our society
grace of God go I."
he was conducting a similar and much needs to be about "us" and not about
We in America talk a lot about things more serious sexual adventure of his "them."
like sex and drugs and rock 'n' roll own.
. Schmookler teaches American Studies at
when we address issues of sin and mo"Let him who is without sin ..."
rallty. But, the red letters in my New
So there's pattern there, and we're Albuquerque Academy.

a

Bad news on the afterlife
front. A national poll finds
.most AmerIcans believe there
is a heaven, a hell and life
after death. Worse, nearly
two-thirds of Americans figure they're going to the good
place.
'
WeH,that's just fine. Youlive
a good, decent life for years
down here, slowing for pedestrians, biting your tongue
In meetings, buying those
awful Girl Scout mint cookIes anyway and tipping fairly,
even after your family leaves
the table, and what's the great
eternal reward? Two-thirds of
everything goes up there with
you -- the traffic, crowds, IItterers, smog, smokers, cellphone addicts, parents oblivIous to screaming kids. They
all get In, too.
Makes you think: How hellish can hell be if It's got onethird the traffic? Remember
those three aging cars over.Joaded with theater-scale
sound systems and fuzzy dice
on the way home Friday? Two
of them will be up there as
well. Just super.
Figure, what, maybe 15%
of Americans overstate their
personal worth during the
end-of-life goodness audit.
That still means a Costco
parking lot Is more exclusive
than the comfortable afterlife place with low prices, no
strikes and free, home-delivered Starbucks. Do you suppose two-thirds of frequentflier miles carry over toot
To be sure, this is just a
recent poll by California's
Barna Research Group of
1,000 Americans in 48 states.
HawaIIans were excluded,
probably because they know
they're already in heaven,
and Alaskans were omitted
because they're already youknow-where.
Disturbingly,
although
64% of Americans feel they
have a nonrefundable, alsleseat reservation to the good
zone, only 0.5% admit their
ticket to hell Is punched for
sure. This means two things:
One, there's going to be a lot
of parking available down
there for bikers and Raider
fans. And, two, clearly quite a
few folks have opted to stay in
Barstow after death.
What's the point of having
,a frequent do-gooder club for
an exclusive eternity if you're
going to let two out of three
applicants In on aself-gradIng system? Isn't heaven'supposed to be free of crime, suffering, traffic reports, Larry
King interviews? "How' did
you feel after dying?"
Imagine the cost of heavenly housing -- all with drop'
dead views -- and Californlastyle crowds bidding on them.
And pIcture getting around
up there. Taking away, say, a
third of the Friday afternoon
traffic on the 405 Freeway
only opens up .onramps.
Still, no one can move. Is that
heavent
What we need is a meter
system for the Pearly Gate offramps. Twoout of every three
arriving vehicles get red lights
and must keep going south.
Only one of three cars (but no
Winnebagos) gets the green
admittance. That would also
save on HeavenTrans Infrastructure spending.
Budget deficits, after all,
should be confined to hell
and Sacramento.
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Fort Worth Bowl berth contingent on Big 12 landing two BCS bowl spots
BYANDREA TRUJIllO
Sports Editor
The Arbiter
The Boise State football
team hopes to take its WAC
trophy, its national
ranking, and the hopes of Bronco
faithfuls to Dallas Dec. 23, to
go head to head with Texas
Christa in University in the inaugural Forth Worth Bowl. The
Broncos accepted a conditional invitation to the Fort Worth
Bowl and will play TCU if the
Big 12 Conference
receives
two
Bowl
Championship
Series positions.
-Boise State represents the
best the WAC has to offer;
TCU is the cream of the crop
in Conference USA.
Both
schools have 11-1 records.
Both schools are ranked in the
top-25. The Broncos occupy
the 17th spot in the ESPN /USA
Today Coaches' poll, while the
Horned Frogs follow closely
behind in the 19/h position.
Both schools are coming off
2002 bowl victories.
Coach
Dan Hawkins' team beat Iowa
State 34 -16 last year in the
Humanitarian
Bowl, whlle
TCU's Greg Patterson led the
Horned Frogs to a 17-3 win
over Colorado State one year
ago.
Although, initially, the similarities between the two proPHOlO BY STANLEY BREWSTER/THE ARBITER
grams grab your attention,
The 11th ranked Boise State football team will be playing in the nationally televised Fort Worth Bowl on Dec.23 against a tough TCU squad. The 11-1 WAC Champion Broncos will take their bowl hopes on the road, in an
attempt to climb even higher in the polls. This is the first time Broncos will play in a bowl game other than the Humanitarian BOWl.
there is one distinct differ-ence: Boise State has never
~---..---..---..-------..----..~
a lot of early excitement surplayed in a bowl game other
rounding the game. We've got
than the Humanitarian Bowl.
two teams, both ranked in the
So is this enough for Boise
top-20. It should be a great
State?
Are they satisfied
game," Fink said.
now that they've finally broWhlle TCU fans are eager to
ken through the barrier, and
keep their team at home for
made the progressive leap to
the holidays, Broncos fans are
a big game outside of Bronco
dealing with the initial disapStadium? Not by a long shot
pointment that they won't get
Senior running
back David
to see the boys in blue battle
Mikell said he's excited to
it out one more time in the
make the trip. But rest asHumanitarian Bowl.
sured Boise State fans, the
that was in the top-10 most of at Amon G. Carter Stadium, in
But the bigger picture is
Broncos are going. down to
the year. It gives us credibilFort Worth's first bowl game
clear -- Boise State is finally
Texas with one thing in mind
ity," Mikell said.
since 1921.
being recognized as one of the
- - winning.
"
.
The Broncos will be facing a
TCU's Sport's Information
nation's elite programs. This is
"We're going down there to formidable opponent in TCU, Director Steve Fink said the
the opportunity that members
win. But it's not just about
who actually turned down
Horned Frogs look forward
of the 2003 Bronco program,
leaving Boise, it's about the
an invitation from the GMAC to the opportunity
to host a and those who came before,
competition.
We wanted to Bowl Monday, because it conschool ofBoise States' caliber.
have worked toward. This is
play the best team possible.
flicts with the school's final
"Boise State has a very good
the big time, and there's no
If we stayed home we would
exam schedule.
Conference
team. We've had the chance to turning back.
have been playing a Georgia
USA's no. 1 ranked team opted
KRTPHOlO
sec them on television a couThe Broncos are ready to
Tech team that's 6-6. Now, instead to stay home and play
Mark Walker (2), CoJ)"Rodgers U7) and their TCU teammates celebrate one of their 11
ple times this year, and they've
go bowlin'. But is the nation
we're getting to play a team
right in their own backyard,
wins this season with a 43-10 victory over Cincinnati on November 15, 2003.
had a great season,
There's
ready for the Broncos?

WAC champion Broncos say aloha to Hawaii on ESPN2, Saturday
BYANDREA TRUJILLO
Sports Editor
The Arbiter
After playing their· final game at
Bronco Stadium last Saturday, the Boise
State Broncos will travel to Hawaii for
the much-anticipated
conference showdown versus the Rainbow Warriors 8-4
(5-2) in the final regular season game
of 2003. Boise State, ranked 17/h in the
ESPN /uSA Today Coaches' poll and 181h
in the AP poll, clinched its fourth conference title in the last five years (two in
the Big West) with its 56-3 victory over
Nevada last week. If Boise State beats
Hawaii, it would be the first time since
1987-88 that a team finished with backto-hack 8-0 conference records.

The Broncos' win last Saturday was
the ninth in a row, extending their WAC
winning streak to 17 games. The streak
is the second longest in the nation behind North Texas' 18-game Sun Belt
Conference winning streak. The streak
is also the third longest in WAC history. Boise State has not lost a conference
game since losing at Louisiana Tech on
Nov. 3, 2001. The record is 25 games set
by Brigham Young from 1982-85. Arizona
State had a 19-9ame winning streak
(1969-71).
The Broncos have outs cored their WAC
opponents 823-253 during the streak,
an average score of 48.4-14.9. Last year,
Boise State set a WAC record by winning
its eight league games by a 37.3-point
margin.

11-1(7-0)

#17BSU

8-4 (5-2)

vs. HAWAII

SATURDAY NIGHT
6:30 p.m. (HT) on

.
PHOTO BY STANLEY BREWSTERjTHE

ARBITER

Senior wide receiver Tim Gilligan takes some time out to chat it up with a Boise
State fan on senior day at Bronco Stadium. Gilligan and his teammates take their
game on tho road to play WAC rival Hawaii on Saturday.
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This year has turned out
. to be one of the greatest in
Boise State football history.
We reached the top-25 for the
second year in a row, we received yet another bowl berth,
and.we have more NFL prospects. Ryan Dinwiddie should
definitely get his shot and Tim
Gilligan is well on his way. I
want look at how the guys who
have paved the way are doing
in the pros now. There are sev-

Gerden \Jall~y. Idaho
12, 13 &. 14" 2003
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CONSOLIDATE YOUR-FEDERAL
STUDENT LOANS TODAY!

Broclc
rushed for
134yards'on 27 carries and be
added another touchdown to
his stats. He had to step up and
make his second start of the
season because the starter was
placed onthe injury list. Brock
is having a good year with 47
carries for 195 yards and 2
touchdowns. He is averaging
4.1 yards per carry and has a
long of 17 yards. He also has 3
catches for 37 yards with a long
of22 .
Brock isn't the only exBronco that is making an
impact with his pta team.
Shaunard Harts is kicking up
some dust in Kansas City. He Isall special teams and has started several games in the past
three years. He already has 11'
tackles this season with two interceptions.
QUintin Mikell is also playing safety but, for Philadelphia.
He is seeing most of his action
as special teams player ..He
only has one tackle this year,
but we're hoping some people
get injured so he can get on the
field more. Just kidding.
Bryan Johnson is another
one of the players who is lucky
enough to have the experience
of starting in some NFL games .
.This season he has 2 carries for
5 yards with a long of 4. He also
has 8 receptions for 52 yards.
Matt Hillis still with Seattle
and Ieb Putzier is still with the
Denver Broncos. Matt has received a small amount of playing time, but not much and
Ieb hasn't seen any at all. As a
matter of fact Ieb is out with a
. shoulder injury.
The last ex-Bronco in the
NFL is from the old school. I
played on the team with all
of the other guys. This guy
played at BSU when Iwas in
junior high school. Kimo Van
Oelhoffen is a defensive end
for the Pittsburg Steelers and
has been for 10 years. He has
25 tackles and five sacks this
season. He is the example for
the younger Broncos who are
in and who are entering the
NFL.
We are represented well in
the premier league for football. Hopefully Boise State
will eventually become a common name in the war rooms of
teams during NFL drafts. One
thing is for certain, we are well
on our way.

a
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Ex-BroncoBrockForseyis maldnl quite a namefor himselfIn the windycity. We
knewhewasfast, but whoknewthis sixth roundMeri,dian-nativeis climb the
ranksof the NFLin his first season.

Forsey turns some
heads :in second

career NFL start
BY AMBER FUGER
Special to The Arbiter
Former Boise. State running back Brock Forsey made
his second career NFL start
Sunday for the Chicago Bears,
in a 28-3 win over the Arizona
Cardinals;
Forsey, a Meridian native
and Centennial High school
graduate, started in place of
Bears running back Anthony
Thomas,
who
was
sidelined with viral pneumonia.
Thomas is expected to make
a full recovery by next week,
likely sending Forsey back to
the second team ranks.
Forsey, a sixth-round
draft
pick by the Bears, didn't
find out he would start until Saturday night. But when
it was game time, Forsey responded with the poise of a
seasoned veteran. In making
the most of his minutes, he
carried the ball 27 times for a
career-high 134 yards, includ-

ing one 9 -yard touchdown run
which gave the Bears a 21-3
lead with just under four minutes remaining in the game.
The 134 yards were the most
recorded by a Bears rookie
since Thomas - also known as
A-Train -- ran for 160 yards on
33 carries in the 2001 season
finale.
Forsey's first start of his
young career was Oct. 26
against the Lions, in which
he also filled in for the injured
Thomas. In that game he carried the ball 19 times for 56
yards, and recorded his first
touchdown on an 8-yard carry into the end zone.
Forsey's Bears improved to
5 -7, and have won four of their
last six games, after getting
off to a 1-5 season start. Next
week the Bears travel to Green
Bay (6-6), before returning
home to host the Minnesota
Vikings' on Dec.14 at Soldier
Field.
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GeoJ;ge KarhBotse Statebasketball fan
• get an instant quote!
• receive instant policy acceptance/rejection online
• policy mailed direct to you within two business days
NO AGENT NEEDED,

ACCESS:

WWW.JOHNALDENSTM.COM
ENTER WRITING AGENT #MOg02

Former NBA coach
watches son Coby
play Tuesday

Would you be interested
in teaching life skills to
developmentally delayed
adults and children?
Then stop by todayl

Phone: 37S.{)752
Fax: 37S.{)796
8100 W. Emerald Ste. 150
Boise, In 83704
Contact Amber Andrews

BYTREVOR HORN
Special to The Arbiter
It's always hard to watch your
son play his first year in college
basketball, but it's that much
harder for George Karl. The former Seattle SuperSonics and
Milwaukee Bucks coach was
in attendance at the Pavilion
Thesday night to watch his.
son Coby and the Broncos play
BYU.
The Broncos lost a close
game to the Cougars, 75-69.
But the senior Karlhad nothing
but good things to say about
his son and the BSUteam.
"They have a good shot this
year," Karl said after the game.
"With Blackburn and Coby,
and their strong seniors, this
team can be really good."
As Bronco fans watch the Bronco senior gua.rd 10" Skitter faking a move on BYU in a close 75-691055.
game for pure pleasure, Karl
sits in the awkward, idle position of the stands. It must be
tough for a man who has spent
the last 16 years roaming the
courts ide, to be a mere spectator, a father.
"It's hard to watch, but Coby
is such an amazing player. I
just love to watch him play,"
Karl said.
But as a coach, and watching
the Broncos from that perspective, comes natural. As Karl
watched the Broncos play versus a very good BYUteam, he
-George Karl
stressed the fact that this team
does have a great chance to be
Former NBAcoach and father of BSU's Coby Karl
successful this season.

'The WAC is a very deep
conference, but the Broncos
showed tonight that they have the
ability to play, even as a team that
changed a lot this year,"

~

BALLET IDAHO PRESENTS

FIFTH

"The WAC is a very deep
conference, but the Broncos
showed tonight that they have
the ability to play, even as a
team that changed a' lot this
year," Karl said.
As Coby drained a threepointer with 3:15 left in regulation to bring the Broncos
within 5 points, the elder Karl
remained stone-faced as the
rest crowd erupted.
"1am very proud of my son,"
Karl said, with a smile only a
dad would understand.
As the Broncos play out this
season on the hardwood, know
that the Bronco nation has adopted one more fan, who just
happens to be George Karl - successful NBA coach, and
proud father.

THE NUTCRACKER
Saturday, December 13, 2003, 2 pm & 8 pm
Sunday, December 14,2003, 2 pm & 7 pm

The Morrison Center for the
Performing Arts
Tickets available at Se1ect-a-Seat,
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Once mote,
TV hauls out
its' Yule jewels

BY JASON BRIGIIT
A&EWrlter

'A,,'

,',lmOSreVery Ameri, can college student has
been there. It's the end of the semester,
.
,
you're starving, but you're soooo sick of ramen flavor packets. It becomes Impossible
to ignore hunger pangs as studies become more rigorous. But there is no money coming in .
. All that's left In the cupboard is ramen.
But how long will you suffer the, beef seasoning?
Why must you pander to Nissin's cheap chicken flavoring that tastes like seasoning salt? Pork flavor?
Really, It's ridiculous, but the pork seasoning could
be detrimental
to your stomach lining (and. you
; thought it was the alcohol. That's just what the folks
.at Nissin want you to believe).
; So It Is with the hungry student in mind, yes, you
'fellow Ramen munchers, fellow eaters of the oodles
and noodles, you who are tired of the chicken, beef
'and pork, that I have devised four easy ramen recipes.
Because life's too short to
eat bad ramen.
I have recruited one college lab rat for this experiment because these are
completely original recipes and I wanted to test
their toxicity before releasing them to the pub- .
lie. These recipes are not
FDA approved and would
probably be deemed inedible in the back alleys
of China. Perfect for the starved student.
Chances are you have the ingredients for these
culinary delicacies in your abode, but if not, surely
your neighbor does. If worse comes to worst check
the dumpsters behind Boise Town Square. The Crane
Creek dumpsters also overflow.

BYDOUGNYE
Knight Ridder Newspapers
(KRT)

It's beginning
to look a lot like
Christmas, especially on television.
Since Nov. I, dozens of Yuletidethemed commercials have been running
on network and cable.
Get ready for even more mistletoe and holly as TV gears up for a lengthy holiday
celebration with loads of specials, movies and seasonal episodes of many regular series.
There will be some new holiday offerings, but all the old favorites will be back,
too.
That jolly, happy soul "Frosty the
.Snowman" gets things started early,
making his' annual visit at 8 p.m. Nov. 28
on CBS. "Rudolph" arrives at 8 p.m. Dec.
9, also on' CBS. The beloved "A Charlie
Brown Christmas" airs on ABC on Dec.
13.
Once again, the offbeat comedy "A
Christmas Story" will be the most frequently shown movie of the holiday
season. A 24-hour marathon showing
of the flick begins at 6 p.m. Christmas
Eve on TNT. Based on the writings of
Jean Shepherd, the warm and witty 1983
movie perfectly captures the awe and excitement of the holiday season as seen
through the eyes of a kid.
1 8 oz. can of beer
"It's a Wonderful Life" will air twice
1 handful of Doritos
on NBC - at 8 p.m, Dec. 13 and again on
1 3 oz. package of ramen
Christmas Eve. Few films capture the
spirit of "peace on Earth, good will to
Empty can of beer into sauce
men" like this 1946 Frank Capra classic
pan and bring to a frothy boil. Seal
starring James Stewart.
windows and doors, as the scent
New to the holiday TV sweepstakes this
has the added bonus of acting as
season is "I Want a Dog for Christmas, an insect exterminator.
Add the
-Charlie Brown" which airs at 8 p.m. Dec.
noodles and stir until soft, or meet
90nABC.
a desired texture. Strain noodles
The number of Christmas specials and
(please do not drink the leftover
movies has snowballed in recent years,
beer -- it won't get you drunk anyand it's almost impossible to list every
way). Place dry noodles on plate
one. Many of your favorite network seand top with crumbled Doritos.
ries will have special holiday episodes.
Makes one serving, but chances
Disney, the Cartoon Network and other
, are you'll only get one bite down.
channels will have dozens of holiday
shows throughout the next month.
College Test Bunny Response:
_
ABC Family again will have its 25
"It dries out your tongue, yikes.
Days of Christmas beginning Dec. 1.
Oh, God! That tastes horrible.
During that time, such favorites as
Oh my God, dude. It's not that it's
"The Year Without Santa Claus," "The
bad; it's like when you wake up
Little Drummer Boy," "Santa Claus is
with a hangover and you got that
Coming to Town" and "Frosty's Winter
bad taste in your mouth. Yeah. It
, Wonderland" will have multiple showsmells really bad.ibut if it weren't
ings.
for the Doritos it would be really
bad. It tastes like ... kind of like
bad milk."

Boiled Beer Ramen

Ramen SandWich

Chili Cheese Ramen

2 pieces of bread

1 can cheap chili
130z. packago of ramen
As much cheese as possible, any
kInd will do.

mustard
peanut butter
1 30z. package of ramen
Boil water in saucepan. Add Top
Ramen and cook to desired consistency. Drain noodles. Spread
mustard evenly over bread. Spread
peanut butter over bread. Layer
with noodles. Marry bread and
enjoy.

Boil water in saucepan. Add Top
Ramen and stir to desired consistency. Drain noodles. Warm chili
in saucepan. Drown Ramen noodles in chili. Drown everything in
cheese. Add salt, pepper, and any
other kind of seasoning to mixture.

College Test Bunny Responso:
"I can't swallow it. It was too
hard to swallow. The texture was
the worst, biting Into it was all soft,
you get the sweet peanut butter
and then you get the bitter mustard. I'd have to be starving to eat
that. I'm not trying anymore of
that. OK, we're done with that one.
Mustard doesn't go good with peanut butter. Never had bread and
ramen. Really hard to swallow.
I'd go peanut butter ramen and
bread. I don't know if I could get
sick enough of the seasonings to
stream away to that."

Collego Test Bunny Response:
"It's pretty good. It's not that
bad. It's just the thought of the other stuff that's really getting to me. I
think this has ruined ramen for me
dude. It's a lot better than the other
two. If!was hungry I could put this
stuff down. It's a thumbs up. The
cheese really helps out, you know,
overall you get your protein. The
sandwich was really well rounded,
but this stuff tastes a lot better."

Ramen With beel jerky
and egg
1small beef Jerky snack
1 egg
1 30z. package of ramen
Boil water in saucepan. Add ramen and stir 'til almost: cooked.
Drain noodles. Break egg andmix
in noodles. Microwave on high for
two minutes. Stir, and reduce power. Dice jerky and mix in with ramen and egg. Microwave on high
one minute. Enjoy.

College Test Bunny Response:
"The smell of this stuff's gonna
make me puke. Look at that meat,
dude. It's all slimy. Oh, God ... It's
bad, it's that bad. If it wasn't for the
nasty sausage stuff, I don't think
I could have handled that. It was
the only thing that made it taste
good. Oh, the smell. The smell. I'd
place that in the bottom two. With
the sandwich.
Thumbs
down.
Dude, I'd put that stuff down plain
(points to ramen) before I'd do any
of that stuff."

Five hot new gizmos, gadgets for the holiday season
BYVICTORIA FUNG
CBS MarketWatch
(KRT)

LOS ANGELES - If you're looking
for holiday gifts with big "wow" appeal, several hot tech toys could fit
your bill.
From an iris-scanning
authentication camera to a voice and media
reader, these six cleverly innovative
devices come in a range of prices to
suit any shopping budget. See photo
slideshow.
Whether you're looking to stuff a
stocking or treat yourself to a gift during your shopping trips, here's what
the cutting edge of consumer technology has to offer:

SiPix StyleCam Blink"
Just over 2 inches by 2 inches and a
featherweight 1.5 ounces, the Blink II
is a remarkably versatile digital camera. Its 8MB of built-in memory can

save up to 300 photos. In Streaming
Snapshot
mode, the camera can
capture up to 160 seconds of digital
video. With software that's included,
you can easily create your own video
clips. The Blink II boasts a resolution
of 640 x 480 pixels and connects to a
PC through a USB port. You can also
use the StyleCam for live video conferencing over the Internet. At just
'$35, it's small on price and big on performance - and a fun way to take your
imaging to the digitalleveI.

Pioneer DVR-810HDVD Recorder
with TiVo
Ever wish you could save aTV show
with your digital video recorder and
take that recording with you to watch
elsewhere? Now you can with Pioneer
Electronics'
new DVD recorders.
Besides playing and recording DVDs,
they also incorporate Tivo, a service
that operates a digital video recorder,

which is like a VCR but uses a hard
drive. Pioneer's
DVR-810H comes
with an 80GB drive and costs $1,199,
while the DVR-57H has a 120GB drive
and carries a $1,800 price tag. Both include TiVo basic service. Record onto
DVDs directly from the hard drive
and c~eate a portable library of your
favorite shows each season.

Panasonic Authenticam Iris
Recognition Camera
Forget about passwords or even fingerprints. Panasonic has upgraded
access to PCs and networks using
expertise from Iridian Technologies.
The Panasonic Authenticam scans a
user's iris, which is unique, even between twins. Once an individual records an iris pattern, logging on to a
computer takes less than three seconds for authentication.
Users can
securely access computers, files, applications and password banks. For

$200, this camera provides accurate
authentication - at a glance.

Garmin StreetPiiot 2610 & 2650
If you're shy about asking for directions - or you're with a guy who
just hates to - try reaching for those
satellites in the sky that make up the
Global Positioning System. Garmin's
new StreetPllots make it easy with
full-color map displays. Choose your
destination using a touch screen or remote control and the StreetPiiot gives
turn-by-turn
directions and spoken
prompts. The StreetPllot 2610 goes for
$1,167. The fancier 2650 costs $1,400
and comes with dead-reckoning
capabilities,
providing'
navigational
guidance using sensors even if you
lose GPS reception. Getting lost was
never this much fun!

Belkin's IPod Voice Recorder &
Media Reader
The newest IPod digital music
player is lighter than two CDs and
can hold up to 10,000 songs. It syncs
with Macs and PCs at blazing speeds,
enabling you to take your entire music collection wherever you go. But
wait, there's more! Belkin's IPod Voice
Recorder lets users record memos and
conversations.
Plug the $50 accessory in and make high-quality voice
recordings that can be played back
through a built-in speaker or saved
to a computer. For $99, Belkin's IPod
Media Reader lets photo buffs download thousands
of digital photos
from a camera's memory card using
FireWire technology. The pix can then
be transferred to a Mac or PC. Very
handy for snap- happy shutterbugs.
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FABULOUS

DINING

WITH A GREAT VIEW!!
IN PARKCENTER 'NEXT TO RED ROBIN

arouant to you by:

The Arbiter

HAPPY HOURS
4:30-6:00pm
8:30-10:00pm
Fri and Sat 9:00-11 :OOpm

You can make a
Christmas Wish come true!
Trees located in the
*Student Union
*Multipurpose Building
*Education Building

Everyday

Sun to Thurs

In coordination
with the
salvation Army

Pick an angel
______

VIIIl:21l

1.

1t:11L

with a
child's wish
Donate the
unwrapped gift
to the collection
station by the tree

gift1ag-ptck Up andpresenldrop off

November .24..'oecember.19
Questions?

Call Heather 426-4240
email: youthed@bolsestale.edu
website: http:unlon.bolsestatEi.edu/vsb
- .

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
746 W.Main St .> 388-1900

WE DEUVERI
Don't surrender
to HUNGER!!! '
Counter-attack with a
delicious PITA!!!
$1.00 OFF or
FREE DELIVERY
Open 11-3a.m. MOIl-Thurs. 11-4a.m. FrI!Sot"
Noon-3o.m.

SUnday

Deliveries stop 30 minutes before closing
Must mention coupon when ordering

~1Vm PO~I0 H

.wh",

It ,II happens

Full bar!
Pool tables!
Darts!
Chess!
Backgammon!
Open until 2 am
every night
21 & over wilD

\

KRT PHOTOGRAPH

BY MEUSSA LYTTl.E',ISOUTH

FlORIDA SUN-sENTINEL

Akhll Gupta uses his camera phone to snap photo of himself and the long-sleeved button down shirt he's considering buying while shopping at the Express for Men store in Coral
Square Mall in Coral Springs, Florida.

BYUZDOUP
South Florida Sun-Sentinel

ture, instant gratification.
"It's just fun," says Sanchez,
who, incidentally, asked permission to take the young
man's photo. "I take pictures of
something every day."
But don't think these phones
are purely kids' stuff. Some use
them like regular cameras, to
capture special people and
special moments.
Proud papa Herbert Roach,
29, of Lauderhill, 'Fla., snaps
9-month-old daughter Halle
daily then sends the pictures to
family and friends.
But he's creative with the
camera, too. Early in the football season, Roach, a high
school coach, photographed
players to pinpoint mistakes.
"Adefensive back would say,
'I am on my toes,' " he says.
"And I'd say 'No, you're not:
Then I'd take a picture to show
hiim. "
In two important ways, this
techie toy differs from many
conventional cameras: It's farreaching and discreet. A picture .phone image, available
immediately, can be sent anywhere, anytime via e-mail or to
another picture phone user. If
you're so inclined, you can also
print out a clear, clean image.
"Most ofus don't walk around
with a camera, but we do walk
around with a cell phone," says
David Bentkowski, an Ohio
mayor Who recently' introduced legislation to ban picture phones In private areas
such as bathrooms In Seven
Hills, outside Cleveland.
"Suddenly, everybody is exposed to potential paparazzi,"
he says. "And you don't even
know they're taking your picture."
If you don't know anyone

(KRT)

with a picture phone now, just
walt. For the first time since
their commercial Introduction
four years ago, sales now out:pace digital cameras. Around
the world, people snapped up
25 million in the first half of
this year - compared to 4 million for the same period last
year.
Like many digital gadgets,
dropping prices helped fuel the
buying spree. The phones once
cost about $400. Now with rebates and other promotions,
they're $100 or so. Some cameras are integrated into the
phone; others are attachable.
The more bells and whistles, of
course, the higher the price.
As. with regular wireless
phones, users pay a monthly
fee for minutes. But they also
pay for a visual package. Cost
varies depending on other
phone features _. Internet access, text messaging, even
video capability, where you
can, for Instance, capture your
friends dancing, then send
them a short video of their
moves.
Taking pictures doesn't ring
up the bill, sending them does.
Some users pay per download,
say 40 cents or so per photo.
Another package charges $15
monthly for-sending unlimited'
pictures.
Some cameras make a clickIng sound when you shoot, but
In a noisy, crowded world that
subtle sound is no warning
shout. Some are silent, so you
only see someone clutching a
cell phone, a common sight.
And some have zoom capabilities, so someone can shoot
from several feet away.
As cameras grow more popu1arhere, privacy experts expect

FORT LAUDERDALE,Fla. Nina Sanchez thought a guy in
her class was cute and wanted
her cousin to check him out.
Small problem: Cousin Is in
NewYork.
So Sanchez snapped his picture and sent it to her.
And it took only a minute or
two.
Sanchez, 20, of Pompano
Beach, Fla., snapped the guy
with a picture phone -- a cell
phone that captures your image, which can be sent to another picture phone or to a personal computer and spread by
the Internet.
Smile! This latest techno toy
might be taking your picture
right now, even If you're sweatIng at the gym, screaming at
your kids or sharing an intimate moment with your lover.'
These palm-sized phones
are so unobtrusive you might
not even know you're being
photographed. As a result,
privacy questions are popping
. up, especially now, as picture
phone prices drop and their
popularity soars.
"Like any technology, it can
be used appropriately or Inappropriately," said David
Sobel, general counsel for the
Electronic Privacy Information
Center in Washington, D.C.
"There's a strong potential
for abuse, but we'll have to
see how people use it before
making a blanket judgment
on whether this technology is
good or bad."
That better not take too long.
In the quick-changing techno'
world, the next new thing is
for sale before anyone can say
"Cheese!" Just last week, Sprint
Corp. announced it was adding a TVservice for cell phones
with real-time programming.
Now that's entertainment.
As for that picture phone:
It's touted as a potential workhorse. Imagine real-estate
agents zapping photos to busy
clients or city inspectors Instantly documenting dreary
eyesores. Picture store clerks
Best prices on used games In Boise
snapping a robbery in progress
CA$H PAID FOR YOUR USED
or victims capturing their as- .
sailant -- on camera.
.
Video Games.
Systems. and DVDs
But let's face it. The main
reason people are grabbing up
50 NY -XBOX-N I NTE N DO-5EGA
picture phones Is pretty much
the same reason they picked
3 7 I 6 0 V It R LAN II RD.
Call
up a Polaroid camera nearly a
(on the corner of Overland & latah) 331-9700
half-century ago: Instant pic.i<'1 "
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to see more problems.
At 31, Kathleen Hishrneh, a
Boynton Beach, Fla., accoun~
tant and picture phone owner,
understands privacy concerns.
But she questions trying to regulatethem.
"You have cameras so small
that people don't notice them
either," she says. "Anybodycan
use those. So how can you regulate the phones?"
Even Bentkowski came to
the same conclusion. The city
council tabled his legislation
but as the town's newly elected mayor, he'll see that warning signs are posted In public
buildings: Please, be aware of
camera phones.
At least one private company
has gone further. All phones regular cell and picture phones
- are banned everywhere but
the lobby at The Sports Clubl
LA, an upscale gym with celebrity clients in New York,Los
Angeles and other cities.
But for many young fans, privacy problems can't trump the
phone's fun factor. Raised on
reality TV, school surveillance
cameras and dorm video cams,
the picture phone doesn't seem
Invasive to them.
.

2801 Fletcher
(off :l7th St.
behind Midas
Muffler)
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Come visit us at:
East Oonch Financial Cantor
(In.lda Frod Moyer)
3527 Fodoral Way. Boise
(20D) 338-4051

IIWashington

Mutual

MORE.1 ••• INTEnEST.~
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STEP UP AND INTO YOUR O'\XIN.__
COMPLETE \XIJTH:
Telephone Une

Private
Suite

***

Built-in Sink/Vanity

***
.Double Mirrored Closet
***
Cable T.V. Outlet
***
Personal Food Pantry

QUADS ON THE PARK

208.336.8787
MINIMIZE YOUR LIVING EXPENSES
MAXIMIZE YOUR LIVING BENEFITS
Shared Kitchen Includes Mlcro\Wave & Dish\Nasher

Terf8'

from Blue CrOS5 Of Idaho·
A limitpr! hPnpfit hmarnm
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especially for your temporary health
care needs.

For information contact:
Boise District Office

(BOO) 365-2345

Or visit us at

www.bddaho.com
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***
Patio ***
or Balcony

Furnished

Computer

2 Blocks

Dining & Uving Room

***

Room· \With High Speed DSL
J

'to ssG

***
*** Access
Gated-Entry

At the Entrance of
Ann MOITIsOn Park

.
***
Laundry Facilities
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Bartende~ JaDemandr
Artists"~ ~llimJto'" .
Jobs in BoiseArea. Make ;. wanted fOJ;~paid'pOs~
$100-$IS0pershift. Call·
forthe deVelop; ofa NFP
1-800-bartend. (227,8363)
cartoon prog.Email:
~damluuwOOJ@cable
Have a qberseI
story?
one.net
Students can can Aubrey
at 870-3269. Will pay $$
EGGDONORSNEEDEDI
for stories.
Compensation. $3500+,
Bright, Attractive and
Healthy. For more Info.'
.call 949·940-9163 or .:
email: baby-miracles,
ED@aol.com or visit
with a local
www.baby-miracles.com
private lawyer for
moat legal problema
you may have, Inoludlng
dlvorce/famlly law
landlord problema
1964 Chevy Bel Air
ohlld oustody and
,,
S2500/0bo 713-8400
ohlld support
oolleotlon and dept
1969 Mercedes 220D
problema
Restored, great condition,
pereonal !I\lury and
needs motor. S500/0bo
Insuranoe
(338·7891
workmen's oompensatlon
olalms
1970 Buick Skylark
DUI/orlm1naI
49k original miles. Runs
Great. Few dents, all
original. $2500/obo, Call
EGG DONORS NEEDED.
466-5106
4000+ Are you a female
between the ages of 211984 Bronco 11 Eddie
291 Coast to Coast Egg
Bauer 4x4. Rebuilt engine,
Donation is looking
trans, new clutch. $1750.
for donors. We are
Call Mike at 321-7584
always seeking donors
of different ethnicities
198,6 Jeep Cherokee 4x4
but currently have a high
winter ready, fair body,
demand for intelligent,
runs good, many extras.
blond hair, blue eyes and
SIOOO/obo 850-1141
between the height of
5'5 and 5'11. For more
1987 Pontiac Grand.Am
information, please log
6cyl, 2 dr, auto, sunroof, pd,
on to our website at
pi, good tires. $1800/obo.
www.coasttocoastegg
433-0898 or 895-8281
donation.com or call
1988 BMW 735i Auto,
208-634-9774 and ask for
CID, sunroof. Way below
Tabitha.
bluebook @ $1900/obo.
Call Brandon @ 345-1998
Most Comprehensive
Exercise Program Ever!
1989 Range Rover fully
Fitness Magazine Great
loaded, great condition.
gift! Sculpt lean, sexy
$4800. More details on:
muscles! Reduce Stress,
www.boiseusedautos.coml
rev metabolism! Athletes!
3718. Call 866-3979
Stars choose Blanchard!
"

'I

Www.progressivepowe
ryoga.com 1-800-861YOqA#WUSC
',".'

1990 Plymouth Blazer
Ale, 175k miles, $900
412-9152

.

1983Mercedes Beaz~D
Great Fuel Mileage.

2000 Volkswagon Passat
80k miles.$l1.000/obo.
Call 208·358-0200

Looks sharp! $16OO/0BO
, 429-6696 or 863-9460

2001 Toyota Corolla
5 spd, Ac, CD. Great
condition, Tan, 45k miles.
S8ooo.841-0769

1992 Nissan King Cab
.4x4. 4cyl, 5 spd, good
tires, jack and spare.
$3000/0bo. 433-0898 or
895-8281

1997 Saturn SL2 5spd.
PW. PDL keyless entry.
S3700/obo. Call Mike at
321-7584

1993 Chevy Astro Runs
great. No rust, 166k miles,
. AC, PS, AMIFM. S17oo.
'Iwill come to Boise to
show car. 208-634-5926

Clean & neat older mobile

Near downtown. Quiet,
perfect for students. $5000.
Chris or Lisa 467-3433

1993 Pontiac Grand Am
V6, CD, Pwr. Locks, Alloy
wheels, NC, S3,OOO/obo.
' Call 739-1604

'20k below market value
3 bdnn 2 1/2 bath. 1275 sq
ft. Only 4 yrs old 794-0828

1994 Jeep Wrangler 4x4
69k miles, 2.5 liter,
$6000, soft top, great
condition. Gall 938-5192
or 447-9746

Cherry sleigh bed Solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
S850, sacrifice $295. Call
888-1464

1995 Ford Taurus GL
White, ale, c1d, 88k miles,
good condition. S31001
obo, Call 846-8428

Mattress Set, Full Size
Brand New in package.
Sacrifice S99. Call
866-7476

1995 Toyota Cellca GT
Pwr. Locks, Windows,
Sunroof. Runs great!
Asking $5500/0bo. Call
Rich@484-2812

5-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $1450, sacrifice
$395. Call 888-1464

King size pillow top
mattress set Brand new in
bag. Must sell S225. Can
deliver. 866-7476

2001 KLX 300R
Kawasaki Motorcycle.
Like new, w/extras.
S2950 Call Kirk or Annie
at 322-5731 or 409-5731

2904 Season. $200. Call
859-5817
MINI SKIS "SnowJam"
(similar to SnowBlades) .
Used once or twice.
S12510OO.Call Stephanie
426-4275
Lamar Snowboard
SI2510bo, Heelside Boots
(size 12) $6510bo. Call
Stephanie 426-4275
4 16" Phasse 2 rims wI
2 profile tires. $300 208342-7393 Ask for Corey
Snakes for Sale: Com
Snake & California Rosy
Boa. Cages Included.
S100 each. 365-6657
Books for sale Chemistry
111 &: 112, Art 100, Math
143 & 147. Call Kari @
724-7251 Leave a Msg.
Attn Music 100 students
LISTEN 4th edition 6 CD
set. S20. 794-0828

Queen pillow top mattress
set. Brand new, still in
plastic. Must sell S159.
Can deliver. 866-7476

1997 Dodge Neon Red
4-Dr. Clean, Runs Great,
New Breaks, AT, AC,
CD, 66k mi. S3300/0bo
Call 343-4516

BogaijBusJa Seuou
, Pass, Save $2912003.

1998 Honda Civic EX.
Tinted windows, CD
player, 4 snw tires, power
lock/windows. $5299. Joe
794·3754

Italian leather couch
and loveseat for sale!
Brand new, still in plastic.
Retail $2450, sacrifice
$899. Call 888-1464

1998 Hyundal Accent
silver, 106k miles, manual
trans. 2dr. Front airbags,
great condo 37-40mpg,
$IIOO/obo 409-2555

Rugged 6ft drop in bed
liner. $30. 342-1512

1·5 week wolk program

Clean Responsible
outdoors person to share
a 3bdrm11.5 bench home.
No Dogs. $300 + 1/3
Uti!. 426-0332

$15.00 guar. base!appl
Start after the Holidays
Temp/Penn Positiooin
Customer SaleslService

Be A Bartender
Hands on training in Boise.
Must be 18 or older. Earn
SI5-S30ihr. 1-2 week
program, job placement
assistance. flexible hrs, Get
certified! Call1-80D-333TIPS (8477)

Cottage w/Garage
Spacious Ibdllba. Walk
to BSU. $4S0/mo. 1802
Y, Euclid Ave Call Leif@
342·1928
Roommate Needed
to share 2bdll ba apt
next to BSU stadium.
Own vanity & parking.
S297.50/mo. + 1/2
Electric. 284-8928

331·2820
Call MoTH9-4
Training Provided
Conditions epp~
Alleges 18+

BroncoJobs

.lmC'·.'iliaria","

Make $$$ taking online
surveys. Earn $10-$125
for Surveys. Earn $25$250 for Focus Groups,
www.cash4students.coml
idbsu.

Lookingfor Jobs

Roommate wonted to
share 2bdl2ba. Historic
House. Walk to BSU.
$350/mo. 1802 Euclid
Ave. 342·1928

while you are a
student,
Career
Opportunities,
or
Internships?

... WE'RE
. HIRING!

House for Rent. 1.5 BD
$520/mo. 6 month lease.
Avail. Immediately! Fenced
yard. Call 367-1503

DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING and WEE KENO
HOURS AVAILABLE

Quiet, clean. responsible
professional to share
home in Hyde Park area.
No smoke/pets. $400/rno.
Call 599-1527

~·SUI

ES·

FREE UTILITIESI
FREE CABLE TVI

2 Bedroom Apt. Near'
St. AI's. Cute, clean, &
spacious. $575/mo. We pay
your utilities! 861-0285.

Room for rent Next to
BSU! Spacious Room,
Cable/ Internet. $300/mo.
Call Andrew @ 284-5211
or Tim @867-3784
Rent to own 3BDRM 2
Bath, 1150 sq. ft., $800
794-0828 Located in
SE Boise

We need enthusiastic
Individuals with
excellent verbal skills.
Work 2ll-40 hours
per week.
• Paid training
• Calual envlronmen1
• Flulb' •• chedula

MOVIE EXTRAS
NEEDED Up to $200/
Day. No Exp. Call 1-888820-0070

$8.001
hr
Please call for
more Information

658-4888

Bartenders Trainees
Needed. $250/day
Potential. Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 223

Near BSU. 2BD/IDA
wId, ale, d/w, garage,
fenced yard. $550
321-1900 or visit
www.frpmrentals.com

-

Need an extra bed?
Floral sofalhide-a-bed,
full size. It's a steal at
$75. Call 345-9657

,'F RoOmmate W8Dted
$187.S0/mo. +114
Utilities. 331·6628'

ALL POSTIONSI Now
Hiring! $15-$18ihr.
Visit us now at: WWW.
studentworknow.org.
We specialize in helping
students find work!

I

I' I
lllllll pay Inhod .... jUl .....
;m39lbyla)llll!
College Benefltl Include:

MIF to share a nicely
fum. 4bdl2ba home. WId,

dlw, patio, deck, carport,
near BSU. Pets ok. $3251
mo. Call 631-6361
I,Bd/IDa. Closc to BSU
$400/rno. Small yard,
parking. ~ets ok. Call
Janice or Leon at 362-9153

• S276.00per_

·lbll1l11diin.1S200/ma
• 10,lXXlSblnlollls~

---.
Plus: --IS pailS22Q.OObh II1IVoe!IonI

per_omtiImlrd-.to

WWJIoInrt~GuII1I
AlIdltlanal Slanina BanUI
_
53000 - Slooa
..

S63.3SI6or373J21S

HC!..lDAY BREAK
Income! Mailing/other easy
work, fit your schedule,
no experience required. To
- $938/wk. www.student
paycenter.com. Also
www.pay2c1ick.coml
membersldlapema

MAl. q-'I--lA1
RESTAURANT

& BAR

](kkill ' ilap a /Zotch ill Downtown BOI'.Je
righlnext door to.OlJ Chkago.

E

I ASK ALL PROSPECTIVE ~

YOU HAVE ONE FOX AND
• ruo CHICKENS THAT
YOU NEED TO GET
j ACROSS A RIVER. YOU
§ CAN ONLY TAKE ONE AT
A TIME IN THE ROWE BOAT. THE FOX WILL
8 EAT THE CHICKENS IF
LEFT ALONE.

EMPLOYEESTHIS
QUESTION TO TEST
THEIR REASONING.

DILBERT·

~

i

I

J

l-..:1J~~_-Ji

\
i

I EDITED YOUR
DOCUMENT FOR
CLARITY AND
SENT IT OUT.

III

~

1

WOW. IT'S AMAZING
HOW CLEAR IT IS
WHEN YOU TAKE OUT
ALL OF THE ACCURACY
AND RELEVANCE.

E

8

1'0 BUY LIVESTOCK
INSURANCE, THEN
BARBECUE THE
CHICKENS AND
BLAME THE FOX.
CAN YOU START
TODAY?

\...

.r------------,
C

I STOPPED I'LL GET
LISTENING
BUSY
AFTER
SPENDING
"WOW:
THE REST
OF MY
I
CAREER
FIXING
THIS.
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By linda C. Black
. THbune Media Services
Today's BIrthday (Dec. 4). There are
many kinds oflove. The kind you'll be
involved with this year goes from starlit
romance to working together on a tough
__
.:_-.... "_ ... '111-_ ...__
1....__ • _&_ ...........
1...._ .........
p.lVJt:;:;""L..l.VU'U
11"'"'''''"1 VI. pl.""U""'."O I...,
solve, but don't fret. True love will stand
up to this test.
J.1Q.~

ArIes (March 21-AprllI9)

20)

Today is an a - You've been under pres. sure to pen am. but lucldIy for you, this
just makes you more detennined
to do
1H-----4I'vh\llUlaltCtev~. ~ttention..Yourea:.-·
rock others depend on for seciuity. Don't
let it go to your head.
GemInHMayZl;.;June2l)
.
Todayis a 7· Others are taking good care
OfYOlL Gonsfdedt yoUr Ieward for all the
'~~f~,~8l!~~~doneinthepllSt.

SagIttarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an a - Follow through on a good
idea that comes from a person you love.
There's more work involved than you
realize, but don't let that stop you. You'll
learn.

Leo (July Z3-Aug. 22)

n.....--' .. _~+

rr..,.,.1 ........:....... ..,

....,uut.6t;;;\.

.&vuOJ.lOU.·-

... _ •• ~I..J __ ..J
WYUU a.11U·

LVU

exuberant. Somebody important to your
career will soon have a new assignment
for you.

.

Today is a 7 - You should be feeling
expansive, but don't push too long or too
hard. It's better to start off with a burst of
power and coast through the rest of the
day. Otherwise, you might break something.
Thoms (AprD ~May

Cancer (June 22-JuIy 22)
Today is a 7 • You're almost through the
toughest part, and you should be doing
well. If you've consistently presented the
facts, you've made a good impression.

_

VIrgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is ana • Even though you're not
qulte up to speed, you should be feeling
fine. Get your financial affairs in order so
that you can celebrate tomorrow.

. Capricorn (Dec.2Z-jan.19)
Today is a 6 - Put your other obligations
aside for a whiIeand clean up your house.
Make it comfortable so that you can soon
entertain a special person there.
AqulU'ius (Jan. 20-Feb.IS)
Today is a 7 - Friends are happy to teach
you, and you'd be wise to learn. It won't
be long before you can put these neW
Ideas and skills to good use. But try not to
\>e embarrassed if things don't go exactly'
as planned.
.

Ubra (Sept. 23-0eL 22)
Today is a 7 - You're fu an advanced
leamlrig phase. which means you'll easily
understand another person's point of
PI$CCs' <Feb.I9-March 20)
view. That'll be a big help now.
Today Is a 6 - Follow through on what
__ --' .-:.--~'·--~VlYO}lJtil'fl'j~~.
.t-st stafted..For.example;-senduff---Scorpio (OeL 23-Nov. 21)
restimesforthe
job that's'captured
your
.
Today is a 5,- The worlds intense. but the . attention. But don't make any new conmoney shoiJId be good, maybe even more
tactsyet'
.
thanyouexpected.Ifyoufindyourselfin·
unfamiliar territory, practice. You're gain.
(c)2000. TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC.
Ing experience.
._
,Distributed by Knight Ridder!
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Tortoise's rival
5 Church official
10 Like the eye of a
storm
14 Approval
15 Nary a soul
16 La Scala
highlight
17 Air-freshener
scent
18 Left-hand digit
20 Start
22 Measuring
Instrument
23 Boundary
24 Map volumes
26 Speeding up
30 Chess side
3t Crazy
32 Parking area
35 lattice strip
36 Smiles
expansively
38 "Whip It" group
39 Mata Harl. e.g.
40 Reheat
.41 ....nn::~

nrwsrn

42 Braiich-(jj'-

mathematics
45 Slories in
instanments
48 Served perfectly
49 Painful muscle
spasm
50 Comes forth
54 Truces
57 Artificial bait
58 Butcher's cut
59 Love to pieces
60 MS·DOS
com,P,EItitor
61 ReSidue
62 Flower with
velvety petals
. 63 Cabinet dept.
head

10 Promised Land
1t Giant with 100
eyes
12 Feudal lord
13 Foals' mothers
19 Dome home
near/ljome
21 Not working
24 Molecular
building block
25 Twitches .
26 Leather piercers
'ZT Bloke
28 Urban center
29 Texas shrine
32 Riga resident .
33 Finished
DOWN
34 Thatcher Of'
1 Navajo neighbor
Heath. eJlj'
,
~~~-,_36_.,~~:t·al_,l_. '~"

:;:==~~¢::==~~===---.-jl-_+

3 HinduPtlncssa
4 Some canines

37 Units 01work
. 43 Oubbeill'
38 Father 01Icarus :44 Irish playwright

5
6
7
8

40 CoelS ilnd
cloaks
.'
41 Prophetic sign
Measuring by
stopwatch

Infuriate
Hang aioulld
Accomplished
U.Kmember42
9 Ring off.

.

Sean •.
. 4S Bum with hot • ,
.... fiquld c
48 Falixpas
,
47 Bast fiber plant

50 MBAsubj.
.51 Ditty

.

52 Gul1arlstqapton
53 Emtlc.

55 Ught knock
56 Actress/director
Luplno'
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New Residents
College Students
Military Personnel·

You can feel it as you walk outside. It's in the air, building and
strengthening, the anticipation of coming snow storms. Old Man
Winter has Idaho in his sights at last, or at least we can hope.
I must admit that I live for winter. I can never get enough of it.
When it's not winter and I'm dripping from the 110 degree weather,
it's in my thoughts. When it's fall and I'm sitting' through yet another
class I'm possessed by winter's relative proximity. I live for winter.
So when the Editor-in-Chief of The Arbiter asked me if I would like
to help with this year's Winter Rec Guide Ijumped at the chance. I
thought what better way to satisfy my anticipation with ths coming
of winter than by working on a map to all that it entails?
I am not alone in my anticipation. Over the next few weeks a new
species of college student will begin to emerge. Look for students
with blank stares uttering something about steep lines, deep powder and big air. Over the next few weeks the Winternut will begin to
emerge from its hibernation in anticipation of fresh snows.
On a more serious note, enclosed are a few examples of the many
winter recreation opportunities available in this isolated corner of
the world we call Idaho.
Idaho is blessed with an abundance of outdoor, year-around, recreation opportunities, and winter is no exception. From world-class
ski areas to the abundance of remote winter backcountry available
.here in the heart of the Rockies, Idaho 'is blessed with copious
amounts of winter spoil. Head to the north, from there the opportunities for winter fun are only limited to the imagination.
With that in mind Iwould like to thank you for reading this year's
Winter Rec Guide and wish you many powder days to come. Enjoy.
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1400feet
7200 feel
LIlt served-1147 acres,

eat skIIng-1515 acres
200 Inches
www.soldlermounlatn.com
eat skiing.

.1,

B03U5

Vertical.Drop:
summil eleval1on:
Sldable lenaln:
Average Snowfall:
Mole Info:
Claim 10 fame:

Basin
1800 feel
7582 feel
2600 acres 900 acr
250 Inches
www.bogusbasIn.com
PrIce for the value, and close
proximity 10 Bolsa.

2, Brunda3e Mountain
Vertical Drop:
Summil Elevation:
Sldable Terrain:
Average Snowfall:
More Info:
Claim 10 fame:

1800feel
7640 feel
1300 acres
300+ Inches
www.brundage.com
Famlly friendly. great powder.

Jacrson Ho'e
Vertical.Drop:
Swnmll elevation:
Sldable lerratn:
. Average Snowfall:
Mora Info:
ClaIm 10 fame:

4139 feel
10,450feel
2500 acres
402 Inches
www.jacksonhole.com
Largest conltnuous vertical.
drop In the U.S.,4139 feeU

~:u~~~.~~1tee
Summil elevation: 10,000feel
Skiable lenatn:
2000 acres
Average Snowfall: 500 Inches
More Info:
www.grandtarghoe.com
Claim 10 fame:
Two words: Incradlble powdell
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_ nityJocated juSt 16 miles from one of the premier nonmuch like a skateboa
,. profit ski resorts in the Rockies: Bogus Basin. The resort,
snow. The nearby mot
whose summit sits 5,800feet above Boise, offers a specto generate an audiam
tacular view and diverse terrain for the winter sport enshow off your skills.
thusiast. The resort has something for everyone, whether
With their friendly a
beginner, intermediate or advanced skier or snowboarder.
Bogus Basin is an all·
Bogus is the resort of choice, offering long, leisurely trails,
ready to meet the nee
or fast, difficult and challenging runs.
the sample services 0
Blessed liberally with over 2,600acres to ski or snowrental shop, as well as
board, Bogus competes as one of the best values money
recreationists. Forthosi
can buy. The mountain has over 51 groomed trails along
Bogus features two dir
with many accessible areas of untouched snow for those
offers a full service bar
who thrive on a challenge. Bogus is the second largest
last season, Bogu
non-profit ski area in the United States,' ranking second
60-year anniversary. VI
only to Winter Park, Colorado. . .
.
over 100 years to the
. Bogus isn't restricted to skiers and -snowboerders: . tradition, Bogus get it:
beginning this season Bogus will offer a lane designated
that occurred in 1863.{J
especially for snow-tubers. This run ends the search that
claim and supposedly
comes each winter to find a snow-covered hill to tube.
now Bogus Basin. Retl
With a tow-pull, there is no longer a need totiredly trek the
looked like gold, the ms
mountain trip after trip.
. ,
. ':
at area stores and rests
For the freestylist and snow junkie seeking the extreme,
nation, it was found th
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.eason pass price, paying only $229.
'"
. ..' .
.'
.
'. y ron
e, .
.:Priodo 1998,a regular season pass ran as high as $500.
commonly known as fool's gold. But the city was
Under the leadership of general manager Mike Shirley,
late to catch on and the men who filed the bogus
Bogus slashed their prices by more than 50 percent, to
claim were never seen or heard from again.
$199. Shirley made the decision after seeing a similar
In the early 1930's,two brothers named Alf and
concept worked for Southwest airlines. After offering the
Corey Engen were commissioned by the U.S. Forcheapest fares in their industry, the airline filled its pasest Seniice to locate spots in Utah and Idaho that
senger seats.
might serve well as future ski resorts. In searching
In 1997the resort sold only 2,800season passes. In 1998,
for an area near Boise, the two brothers scoured
after drastically cutting prices, the resort sold over 25,000
approximately 85 miles of the Boise Ridge. The two
season passes. Since then, Bogus has seen a dramatic
recommended what is now Bogus Basin.
increase in skier visits per year, The number has steadily
In 1938construction on the road to Bogus began,
increased from approximately 199,000in 1997to well over
and three years later in 1941the ski area was ready
370,000last year.
to open. However, opening was postponed for a
If you have extra money to spare this season, consider
year, because of the attacks on Pearl Harbor in
investing in a Bogus season pass. With Bogus in such)
World War II. On Dec. 20, 1942, Bogus Basin Ski
close proximity to Boise, you'll have ample opportunity
Area officially opened its gates for business. It
to make use of it and you will delight at the value for your
wasn't until 1962that the road to Bogus was finally
dollar.
paved.
As a non-profit ski resort, Bogus Basin offers
some of the most competitive rates in the industry.
For more information call (208) 332-5100, and to find out
College students receive some of the greatest disabout snow conditions call 1 (800) 696-4511.
count rates Bogus offers. Students save $170off the

.' .

, . ..

oard park, orily sot in the
aountaln lodge will be sure
ence and an opportunity to
V and knowledgeable staff,

all-service mountain resort.
leeds of it guests, Some of
s offered are a ski school,
as retail services for winter
lose in search of a little R&R,
dining lodges, one of which
Jarfor its patrons.
Igus Basin celebrated its
. Yet, its history dates back
is late 1800's. According to
: its name from an incident
I. A group of men filed a gold
Ily mined the area, which is
:eturning to Boise with what
men spent well over $50,000
staurants. Later upon examithat the men had not been

, ,J\LIFT?'·'·.

Lock in Rates as Low as

TAKE.IH.~.:Bus·rO

1

I

%

Call for a free consultation

Toll Free: (800)33;4~'i439
tr,ip:
or visit our wepsi·te.to,apply online
~:~:~~{~~r~~~:~ay,·
..·". ,,'
www.EducafionaILoaIlC('Jmpany.collJ/bsu
Round

$20:'

, '. '.:.'

Where': VlfalMiiJ1 parkinglo! at' .
.Glenwo9datld State Streets
Schedule,:",.;;;;;<
'.';
-:': . . .',
.-Depart$,Wal~a.rtparklng jot: 7:00 8.m;.·: ..;..........

Arrivl!S'~~rU{id~~~MountainResort:9;30 .a.m•.· .
Depa~.~f:J~4~ge MQunt~i~ .R~sott;.4;30.p.m.:
Arrives':i#.VV;a!....,art,P9r1c!l1g·I~t;}:~O
p.!ll:.: .:'.

Rt!membe(to'$h~yOUt (urr~nt BogusBasinseason Pass ..
at thetj(ket. W1ndow~ndget $5 off i1full·day lift tltket .. :

* 1% Dscount for 36 On-Time Payments

.....•.••..•
wwvv·br~nda9~·com '. .,.'

··.·.·.CALll.8.00~888·7544·...·.·

.. " ToR~Your$Qt.

weT~ABMajot~tcardsj

* No Cre(jlt History Check Required

educational ~
loancompanYTM .

•..•.

* No Pre-Payment Penalties

(800)334·1439

* Make Just One Loan Payment

info@elcloans,com
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' .. evrew'ffej'm'a,tWBanllarRidgeTrith'{iBoisifNiltjiiniifJiirest"!+Iri{fi@Unlf:n~::,;~;':~~I1;thlSY$~rsll()4(tNlIl:nl)lIiffe.rene.
".
'
,,,is;.stunning,:Str~tching·. 360"degrees, aro·mountain·, rangos.;that.,.f ;'i',;J~,l:len~~~~Ilv:s.:View,]h~:B.arinerRldliea.rfiajs.thlrp{flmier spot
;seominglv go 00 forever, Tothe far north ooe can diStingujshtho,
'..am.Qngtl~;ltall$ of~olda~oCjty'ParlnlOd,Ski areli.;
verY'biigiiininglroftfieSalmorilliitefMolliifliiiisariirthe, viill!ftanIC;'·'"
AI;. ."
, .j"t;~lllllJ:is'be$tfrqm1he'BannerRidge
Parking
~GhurchRiverofNo RetumWildernoss.A1ongtho!Jllstnm,skylina.""
"lot,-the'Ja
.thr8B~r.I{iDll'$P,O~,tulr:tIt.o.tldaho~"CitY,
... ' ,
the awe~inspiringS8Wtooth Mountains.' push th~ir ii:v:summitS'~" , .'Mc~,r
iliJi!~s$eYIU~Yerv~V",le~d~;.olio to the top of
SkYWard. Ao'ofiiially;'o,rthilwesfeilnldgli of YlIU(VislolftiSllth0; ~'>thataan. . .:, . :tttsju,st~711Q·f~of~!imb.1wouldli8V thaf Is the
am.otauplandsQf,thePavetteRiverCrestbac)(toUD~.;,.,
.... ,,,,",:,.' ..,.,~:,plf\.C~J9,gll,!liui,\l.d~~k.IlJ\i!l!!U'!!l5~~~~~U:~,;"~
' ~i';~:>i·.·,·;
As most locals!know, 8. benanza of winter rec(e8tilln~ldp"
' ",,rh~700-fo()tc:llmbto thetoPtjurb,eeecolnpllshad.in
little over
ties awtlitthlrllltrepJd'cold~e1lson'adventurel'"j~ftDl,Irs
"a mile: Jh~·/jilllle~.pfOgressiveIV$teoperasoneolimbs,
but it
tslde Jdaho'itCIlPitoll;itY.,·"..;,::,~.;.,.:~,"
..~,.i':'",·.·
..,...... .... shOuldn't ll(ltQ0'daunting as long 1Is'slders take their time.
Snowbound sloPes that hav~n't known the,marknf a skief'or,/:"',
::tiiicti on~P.Voli~ansEie'geiirierlUdgti~rl)l,cJJlnJi{Jii in;a {jenowboardet.ssignamre-cafve
area reality' hendr the' iriland":;'",.,.,.erallv~;rstern.directillnJor;miles:.Or.aPingthe~ilQ'r:thBrrt aspects
, h.vvestA ~mbinationof vast and .unspoiledpublic~ands,"
.'.ofthe ridgel.lro.slopeslaidbare by awildfiretfl~tscorched these
pleirwitii -a'rel~ti'vefv' loi'tl:eglii'riiil popuhitioo'promisesifu'.: - :~;1Ii'ls\il the 'Iale ''SOll:''UnkililW11Mmany are't!llfslope's consi.stent
rteredsnow f()fJhi:lsowillillg,to~ook,., .._.,_.~. ,"""",-,; ,'-"'....:,,:,.Iioes; ..,,:._-' :::r:L ..._..."..,:..,.:.,:;"~._,<:,,,,~~"~.~,~
...;_.,, ..
. !I'mnot here'togiveYQueach
and, ewrv..p'o~dlirstash T'"Theseslope~llrn
beautiful to.fhellyej)ftlllf~Ill;~c:ountrvtele •
. ii"Bofse{oothills' to' tneSiiwhioths' 'hO[itill1Bless'tl1l!~aan:'"
llklllrrir sriowboardor:":'"" .... -".;:.:~,.;;,::':,;'::~'", .•...•....•
areaj~ aplliGoto.start.."
:..~"",.:..'.:~J';"~:
.. ~..," ..' ~•. :.i'.:.: .. ~it.':l.prerol\(nf~kilIlliSll.!L~~iL!l.~i.~J!®,fllet~tJi!i!!,!!9Pll,sifvou
ngahjghilivlde
that,separatell the upper headwaters,'
y.llintr"Hennosseysaid
'.:,.,'
.', ,';j?:
"a'Riyel' b8siii)nd:the"depthifOf thll~~outhForr!lf th~· ::.','> ttVouplan ontiviogthe~llIoJill~r~~pjn'~~th!J8li&rllresent
,.. ~r~llnYQn.j.s..tha.~nnerRrid.ge.:~tea.Grllcing.tM.lll!,.: ,.'2;:~\I.alllnc~,~~~
;-B.l!~!~.se,Y!JII.;Il:Jal,~.n~~·~!n~r~s.k.i~.rs>
any·
eiln CO\lJlredl1iH$idesls an exten$lvooet!'Volt 1lf !IrQomed ";ti·~mtv'else str1lYl!l9 9.ft #l~1L~O/I11l.~ipattis§ij~aWliave'(1 thorough
'ijroom~iJs 'Sp'eclfiCllllysigned andfnl(ked!~t·Wl:l:witl.>·' 7,ldlowleQg~of,~l¢lail~hIHlsks;alld.aJwaY~.a~:th.atIll0$flmpor.
'0"

."-.'1l1«rk

,. c.'

cc ...

ef,.&~tlJU$i8s,t'lNhO.posse..sses.morQottbe's~~;P.mD.~JIQ~;mi,l'!~~;,C:.i
...:t~nt·Ri~~·.of.,sa.f~tY:~tl~r::;!':I!:~ala~che~Ji.n;~~r.·~f,COrding

nlilc~mhllr ar.ea.slopes, the sounds of the lI1tem.arcom~ustion .•.•':. ~OH8I\nllsS6v,.1Jiearea IS pqta,ntilllly,a
.":.lfSnota
0ftlrafe fainthertrat best"-·,';·;·
..,':".,.
,.''.' .,,~~~; ..,,~ ,~- "';'higb.lncldentates;'bilt I.haVtl·~1l8A~atan~a.:
.
iAccesitto_thflsew.\ntW':'!rllilsis ex.ceilol1t·Jhree~arlting .lot&;
·'Other·a1all.attrllcMiliilOCludllfiveJdllbo
•..and Rec-,
.'pt snQW frlle ,courtesy of thB ldaho bepg~~ofli~nsportll:'-'"
<:.'feation '~linag6d Yiiltlrspread'ouUibiJrafli .,fuanyllills
. .,te~:iICcess to' this.winter~l\~~r1!lti.d.!p..aJl~tlf,the·
::;anddt4Ws;lnttbQ.s.(I':''!l,!!1~~l!I!ts::Qv~(nigb!
,:. :~.all.1le
,wmter storm~"N! !/!!It 1~'r~9~1~~~1e~~ ;tJ1~jl~oo!'lgIAAl ..·..... ma~tlbV,89yQn~)Na!'llin'toSJay'I~,arf~~ne
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UESS·WHAT!
c.et your IMovlesa.,d video
galMeswith .,0 Late Fees! .~

evles • PVP Movies
alMes • Rare a.,d out
of pri.,t videos.

MOVIES

--

REf URN FO

$3.50

~ACK --

NO LATE FEES EVER

UVU 6- vas Movies. Video c-atMes at1d Console

I ah Ie

orld

Find us in East Boise next to the Boise Factory Outlets

331.0044 • www.idahoiceworld.com
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CONSOLIDATE YOUR FEDERAL
STUDENT LOANS TODAY!
Cufyour inonth~ payment up to 58%1 .
AND lock in one of the lowest student loan

RATES ARE NOW BELOW

interest rates in historyl
PLUSIReceiveyourchoiceof

borrower benefits-

2.~OPrincipa' Reduction .
The 2.50% prIncipal raductlonwlll awarded ener 48 months of on-llme payments wllhln 30 daya of dua
det. (With no deferment or forbearance during the 48 months)."

or .
1%Anl1ua'·lnterest RateReduction
Borrower will receive annually at 1% Interest rate reduction only after 48 months of consecutive on-time payments
made within 15 days of duo dete (with n.o deforment or fOr\!,earance during the 48 months),

SAVE EVEN MOREl
Receive .25% interest rate reduction for automated paymentsl

§STUDENT

ASSISTANCE FOUNDATION
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•

Air National Guard'
• Student Loan
Repayment Program!
• Montgomery GI Bill
(MGIB & MGIB Kicker!)
o Cash Bonuses !

• Monthly Pay!
o State Tuition Assistance

e Part- Time Job for

. A FULL- TIME LIFE!

MA

1111

M
Filel Your Future
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